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octophonic sound performance - LO MOTH

ANY REAL POETRY BECOMES AT SOME POINT ACTS OF MAGIC ... of sound substances, between thermodynamics of undulatory mediums and alchemy. 
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B E T I LY O N I S OCTOPHON IC julien



clauss



SOU N D /



PE R FOR MANCE cédric



pigot



3D



SPACE



There we were, seating in this large dark room, all eyes closed. She was moving slowly around us and it was as if he was moving his hand. A mass of filaments in perspective was scanning the space from top to bottom. A large fog was coming upon us as we were trapped. The regular clashes above were moving away while a line was hedging hop, spinning, the suspended holographic architecture. The sparkling was filling the vacuums, the few silences seemed programmed. The geometrical forms were leaving room to layers of superposed matters, which were piling up one after the other, drawing a melody hardly perceptible by flashes. Clashes, groups of sound fragments had reduced calmness to a marsh of stems of dB. The tablecloths left place to the rhythm like memories in echo. The acid rains, systematic erosion of the form-images, moved back. Frozen drops were entwining us, eaten quickly by some swirls. Our seats moved back while lines of tiny frequencies and of great depth were meeting in the centre. Pulsate, shocks, cracklings, signals were forming a sinuous organism. Cracks, glares, were reaching abyssal speeds to yield in circle. bruno leary [extract of “Topographie électronique”, 2006]



Listen :



http://www.lo-moth.com/OCTO.html



ANY REAL POETRY BECOMES AT SOME POINT ACTS OF MAGIC



DURATION : 120MN



cédric pigot



julien clauss



8 channels system armchairs



quadri



sub



OUR ROOMS DO NOT WELCOME CONCERTS ANYMORE, THEY BUILD FORMS OF LIFE



BETILYONIS - Les Voutes - Paris - 3 november 2005



BETILYONIS TECHNICAL DATA set-up time + adjustments : 15h [space desired the day before performance] 2 sound technicians for installation 1 technician for disassembling SPACE ; 10 m X 10 m plane / height minimum 3,5 m



MATERIAL TO PROVIDE 80 if possible mobile comfortable armchairs, standard cinema, deckchairs… 1 table : 2m X 80cm/H = 90cm 1 table : 1,5m X 80 cm/H = 1,10m sound system 4 X MPB112 or MPB115 + sub or 4 X Meyer UPA + Sub with quiet amplifiers 4 stands : H = 2m 8 light stands : H = 3m or suspension if possible (10kg by speakers) 1 numerical console 01V96 or 02R96 or DM1000 2 x 16 channels multicords x 15m light 6 X Par56 + dimmers + green gelatine. 6 platinums to pose the projectors on the ground electricity 1 circuit for sound 16A + 1 circuit light 16A 10 extensions of 20m 6 multi-grip



PROVIDED MATERIAL A2t 8 channels sound system 8 X S2828 (1600W) 2 X CG500 (1000W) system of spatialization + joysticks 2 live-set [computers, mix-table, effects.] weight 120 kg



PROJECT ORIGINATORS Julien Clauss [musician & originator of the 8 channels system - cyclic octophonic system -] _ 55 performances between 1999 and 2006 from Frankfurt to Paris via the Centre Pompidou, Paris (Plastic technician of the Web, December 2005). _ 12 group exhibitions in France, Germany, Switzerland and Turkey including Techné, Istanbul, 2006. _ Continuous deformations of sound substances, between thermodynamics of undulatory mediums and alchemy of organisms out of gravities. _ personal interpretation of the microsound, which flirts with minimalist aesthetics, giving rise to amazing sound substances.



Cédric Pigot [musician & Co-originator with Magali Daniaux of project DROHOBYCZ] _ 123 performances between 1995 and 2006 from Paris to Beijing via the MOMA New York. _ 1 personal exhibition at the 100 Tonson Gallery, Bangkok, 2006. _ alloys of frequencies and audio conflicts, (entrechats and singletons perforated). _ personal interpretation of "ambiante", which flirts with bruitistes aesthetics thus giving rise to amazing sound landscapes.



contacts Julien Clauss / [email protected] 00 33 6 84 80 42 17 Cédric Pigot / [email protected] 00 33 6 10 05 26 51
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11.11.0 High-Performance Sound-Control Construction 

Drywall, Metal Framing, and Plaster. 679 ... For years, the three-coat plaster system installed on expanded metal lath, attached to either wood or metal furring or ...
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Tiger Moth - MAFIADOC.COM 
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la lo la lo - Dental Impex 

all'eccellenza. La colorazione dei denti riproduce le caratteristiche del dente naturale: i caratteristici mammeloni, il margine opalescente trasparente e la cresta ...
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Phylogeography of the pine processionary moth Thaumetopoea 

The organisms responded to climatic oscillations by local extinction in northern ..... The age of the most recent ancestor of supported groups was estimated using ...
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The construction of an artificial moth (AMOTH) 

Blimp based robot controlled via bluetooth communication ... Insect flight control systems can be successfully adapted to UAVs. â€¢ Robot technology can be ... Monitoring and information gathering will be achieved by networks of autonomous ...
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Omnium vÃ©lo et assistance vÃ©lo AWS 

b) Le Â« cycle motorisÃ© Â» est un vÃ©lo muni d'un moteur Ã©lectrique d'appoint dont la puissance nominale continue maximale est de 1 KW et dont l'alimentation est rÃ©duite progressivement et finalement interrompue lorsque le vÃ©lo atteint la vitesse
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AUDREY LO PINTO 

25000 Besançon. 06.12.10.23.02 [email protected]. 07/06/1995. Permis B et voiture. AUDREY LO PINTO. TOUT TRAVAIL MÉRITE STAGIAIRE !
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Sound Bar 

channels. The CLEARAUDIO+ and SURROUND indicators turn off. Setting the Night mode. Setting the Voice mode. Selecting multiplex broadcast sound (Dual. Mono). Main. Outputs only the main channel. The OPTICAL indicator flashes twice. Sub. Outputs only 
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Sound Editor 

the next track break. To adjust playback volume, drag the volume slider. To mute or un-mute the sound, click the speaker button to the right of the volume slider.
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Ã  vÃ©lo - Brossard 

Respectez la signalisation routiÃ¨re. Ã€ vÃ©lo, pensez sÃ©curitÃ© ! Parc Radisson. Parc Sorbonne. Parc Champlain. Parc Saint-Laurent. Parc Lautrec. Parc Roger.
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Sound library 

15 Bowdary Street,. Rushcutters Bay. N.S.W. 2011. AUSTRALIA ..... ALL. SYNSTRI string synthesizer beating the name of the father of analogue gymtheg is. L/M ...
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Sound Sales 

Jan 1, 1976 - Pric tub, to thirt withful for rotic, Fi Soft in R. R. i. 1 FF. Page 2. le. Mellotron Tape Library. Live Bank Programs N Woice Programs. Willins (3 in ...
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saint-lo 

25 fÃ©vr. 2017 - centre-Manche, Antoine est parti en licence ... De la Manche jusqu'au Plaza Ã  Paris. Dans un ... tourisme Ã©questre et une Ã©cole Ã  pÃ©dagogie ...
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Cristina Lo Bianco 

initiative of École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne through edX. ... November 18th, 2014 https://verify.edx.org/cert/2970f41879544b8eb4f979fe5babad5e.
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Lo sontÃ© dcs sols 

qui favorise l'assimilation de Ca. (40%) eI Mg (3%). Le calcium Ã©changeable et la conchyoline, protÃ©ine fibreuse de l'huÃ®tre. (acrdes aminÃ©s soufrÃ©s), activent.
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lo noise - millimeterwave 

and TX signal quality. More, other ... signal reception when strong signals are ... OCXOs, caesium or rubidium generators, .... On an oscilloscope, we can dis- ... My â€œpoor mans labâ€� does not allow me .... [2] Oscillator Phase Noise: Theory and.
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Lo-Wang 2004 

Xiangqi (elephant game) is a Chinese board game similar to chess. ...... Cui Lequan, Zhongguo godai tiyu wenwu tolu (Album on Ancient Sports Art in China), p.
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VÃ©lo Urbain - avril 2014 - VÃ©lo QuÃ©bec 

que possible avant une course, afin de gagner des points. Mais les autres ..... cun, la force que dÃ©ploie l'utilisateur, fai- sant de lui ..... d'effet sur les courbes. Sa.
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6 circuits vÃ©lo 

2 mai 2018 - Patrimoine (Heritage) â€“ Histoire (History) â€“ Villages â€“ Vignobles (Vineyard) â€“ Jardins. (Gardens) â€“ Chemin du Terroir â€“ Vergers (Orchards) ...
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LO STUDIO DEL PALLEGGIATORE 

b. Tendencies c. Tendencies to set the receiver d. Primary attackers e. Distribution from different points of the net. 2. SKILLS a. Difference between Pass #.
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Pale November Moth Epirrita - Moths Count 

mid-October in the north and late October or November further south. However, their size ranges also overlap and it may not always be possible to make a ...
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inside - Queenstown - Milford Sound - Doubtful Sound - Te Anau 

Sep 15, 2006 - effect a full moon and flood tide will have later in the ... riding dolphins escorting us out to the Tasman .... psychologist, offers some thoughts. C2.
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professional sound systems 

The two on-board, class AB, MosFet power amplifiers may source a total output ... fitted with a sophisticated active loudspeaker protection and a soft-start circuit ...
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live sound reinforcement - Thomann 

... delay settings for fill speakers in multiple speaker installations. ... the practice of connecting an electric musical instrument directly to the input of the mixing ...
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